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We examine the role of consumption subculture position as it relates to regulatory focus and goals-based language preferences,

finding that the “hard-core” center is more responsive to concrete, prevention-focused advertisements about their subculture interests.

Fringe peripherals, however, respond far more positively to abstract, promotion-oriented language in their role of hopeful-newcomers.
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personally typical behavior is not the social norm and providing information on the social norm, alters behaviors to be aligned with social 
norms. More broadly, this research provides a unique perspective on the power of social influence.
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Western society no longer revolves around town hall meetings and church socials (Belk, 1985). In the modern consumer society, instead, those 
in need of social interaction self-select into identity subgroups that become part social, part image-projection, and at their base, material-driven. In 
a subculture of consumption - formed around any brand or consumption activity, from riding Harley Davidson motorcycles and skateboarding to 
quilting bees, rock-climbing, kayaking, and listening to heavy metal - the “hard-core” members at the center of the subculture are the opinion leaders. 
They are the cultural disseminators who strictly set, maintain and adhere to a code of conduct for their group and enforce its upkeep among junior 
members (Fox 1987). As keepers of the faith, the hard-core are role models for the aspirant peripheral culture and probationary soft-core members 
who revolve around their leadership (Schouten & McAlexander 1995). 

Aspiring, fringe members and those among the mainstream who are lured into the periphery of any subculture of consumption are hopeful 
about their possible entry into the hard-core. Their reverence and adulation of the hard-core supports the concentric structure of the subculture (Fox 
1987). In this way, hard-core members operate with a prevention focus in their subculture (Higgins 1998) are sensitive to the duties and obligations 
of maintaining values, are on guard for negative outcomes for themselves, and may eject non-followers formally or via social ostracizing. Their role 
is of vigilant avoidance, which Semin, Higgins, Gil de Montes and Valencia (2005) associate with regulatory focus. Fringe members and peripheral 
aspirants flirting with the subculture of consumption are by definition hopeful and aspiring, sensitive to what Semin et al. (2005) note is the posi-
tive outcome orientation and eager approach of the promotion-focused strategy. Semin et al. chart responses to the different goals-based language 
strategies of prevention- and promotion-focused individuals that sheds insight into research on consumption subcultures and brand communities: 
Prevention-focused consumers are more responsive to concrete, avoidance language, whereas promotion-focused consumers are more responsive 
to abstract, approach-oriented language.

Since individuals speak in different ways depending on their goals, consumers are more influenced by wording that matches their goal-focus. 
This is especially the case in a subculture formed around a particular brand or an activity dominated by a few specialty brands. Those in the outer 
rings of membership are hopeful, and need encouragement from brands to pursue those hopes and rise to the ideals of the subcultures. Those in the 
hard-core inner circle no longer need such encouragement to stay with the brand or consumption activity, but instead are focused on the penalties of 
losing touch with the group or their responsibilities now that they are at the top of their game.

In this research, we hypothesize that advertising must reflect prevention language to achieve the most influence among the hard-core in any 
consumption subculture. Advertisements must also reflect promotion language for beginner-level products to gain market share with new converts. 

Is abstract, aspiration language enough to influence all members of the subculture—especially if advertising is framed to evoke the wonderment 
peripheral parties have for the endurance, uniqueness, or values displayed by the subculture (Schouten & McAlexander 1995)?  The literature shows 
further evidence to support our prediction that abstract language is not enough for members of the hard-core inner circle. Maheswaran, Sternnthal, 
and Gurhan-Cali (1996) find that experts only lend higher evaluations to advertisements that catalog both benefit and attribute features. Only novices, 
like Adidas’ enthusiastic new running converts, respond positively to broad, unsupported statements like “cushioning for an amazingly smooth ride.”

Thus, we predict that while abstract language may have a positive influence on the hard-core, concrete language with specific prevention ori-
entation will engender the most favorable response from the hard-core. 

In fall 2010, we assessed how members of the “gym rat” campus recreation center subculture— those who report going the most to the center 
and taking advantage of the machines, basketball courts, classes, and outdoor trips— respond to advertisements for a new fitness class. The 196 lab 
respondents (55% male, mean age=23.4) were randomly assigned to the abstract-language (i.e., “the new class works all your muscles to tone and 
sculpt your physique. Feel better, look better. Guaranteed”) or the concrete-language (i.e., the class “combines CrossFit training with powerlifting 
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to improve your BMI and stamina. Visible results, guaranteed”) version of the advertisement, then asked to evaluate their interest in attending the 
class as well as their intent to recommend the class to other students. We find a significant difference between how hard-core users view the ad ver-
sus aspiring users, F(1, 194)=9.34, p<.01. Aspirant or fringe users expressed more interest in attending the advertised class when the language was 
abstract (M=4.38) versus concrete (M=3.12), whereas hard-core gym rats preferred the class when expressed in concrete terms (M=4.71) vs. abstract 
(M=4.29). Simple effects tests show that there is no significant difference between preference for abstract language, which confirms our hypothesis 
that hard-core users still respond positively to abstract, promotion-focused language. However, they respond significantly more to concrete language 
advertisements.

Our next step takes this examination beyond the lab setting to explore how members of subcultures of consumption become initiated into a sub-
culture, and what activities (focused on key purchase moments) keep them engaged and invested with the subculture. We are conducting a study of 
newcomers to the triathlon community, charting their training, goals, and purchase behaviors via online diaries to capture what levels of engagement 
result in subsequent subculture-specific purchasing behavior (from technical gear to health food). In addition, semi-structured interviews with elite, 
hard-core runners are planned to understand how a member of the running subculture identifies worthy events, recognizes a runner, and incidentally 
reveals purchase behavior. Our hypotheses revolve around investment: Once members of a subculture reach a certain purchase threshold (i.e.,$100 
for a pair of technical shoes, $1,000 for a respectable canoe or kayak, $1,000 for a top-of-the-line sewing machine), they are “in” the subculture and 
can work toward becoming hard-core with increasingly specialized purchases.
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Is your Product in the Right Place? The Effect of Objects’ 
Elongation and Spatial Disposition on Size Perception
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Product packaging is a key source of information consumers use to make choices and inferential judgments about products (Greenleaf 
and Raghubir 2008). Consumers rarely read volume labels or unitary prices (Yang and Raghubir 2005). They rely instead on visual cues in 
product assessment and are subject to evaluation biases. Raghubir and Krishna (1999) and Wansink and Van Ittersum (2003) find support for 
an elongation bias, that is, a positive and consistent bias in size estimation as elongation (i.e., ratio of height to width) increases. However, 
both the process underlying the elongation bias and its boundaries still remain unexplored. 

Based on past work in experimental psychology (Goto et al. 2007; Marr 1977; Quinlan and Humphreys 1993; Sutherland 1968), this 
research seeks to demonstrate, through five studies, that the positive effect of elongation on size perception stems from a combination 
of assimilation/contrast judgments and a spatial disposition bias. We propose that when comparing the size of two identically-sized two-
dimensional items, people first try to detect both their similar and discriminant geometrical dimensions. If no difference in the length of the 
two dimensions is apparent (i.e., assimilation), individuals are expected to perceive them as identical. If a difference between the two figures 
on the length of one dimension (e.g., height) is perceptible (i.e., contrast) while no noticeable difference appears on the other dimension 
(i.e., assimilation), individuals are expected to base their size assessment on the contrasting dimension solely. It is argued that side by side 
presentation favours the adoption of such a process where the height dimension is contrasted and the width is assimilated, which simplifies 
decision making. When objects are presented side by side, this process leads to the elongation bias reported in past literature. When objects 
are presented one above the other, width dimension is likely to contrast at low elongation difference between objects and the elongation effect 
is expected to be reversed.

When both dimensions’ lengths contrast, the simpler assimilation/contrast mechanism does not allow for size assessment and more 
complex processing is needed. First, individuals are expected to fruitlessly try to use both dimensions in a compensatory manner, thus lead-
ing to no difference in choice share. When a significant difference between elongations exists and the easier assimilation/contrast processing 
cannot be used, another heuristic is likely to be adopted. We propose that the spatial disposition of objects triggers the salience of one dimen-
sion, leading to a hypothesized “spatial disposition bias” where horizontal presentation, for instance, increases salience of width. It is argued 
that this bias operates progressively as differences between the dimensions of the two objects increase, until the object presenting the longer 
salient dimension will be more often selected as the bigger one (i.e., the wider object in side by side presentation and the taller one in a one 
above the other presentation). 

In study 1 (n=51), participants were shown ten pairs of rectangles of identical size and presented side by side, successively and in a 
random order. Each pair contained a baseline figure, which elongation (ELBF=1.5) remained unchanged, and a manipulated figure, which 


